
 
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND BINDING 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT: 150-HOUR COURSE 
 

This form is important. It includes terms and conditions and releases CIEE from liability. All participants must sign 
this form. 
 
FEES 
 
The participant agrees to pay all fees in full before the course start date; the fee for the course is $1000. Payment 
may be received by check or credit card. Credit card payment is available online.  
 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
Timing: The course requires a commitment for the full allotted time, 130 hours over 11 weeks, completed 
according to the syllabus. To receive the certificate, the participant will need to complete a 20-hour practicum, 
totaling a 150-hour certificate. Course start dates are subject to enrollment. Courses have a minimum of 8 
trainees and a maximum of 13 trainees. 
 
Language ability: The course requires the participant to be competent in the English language to an advanced 
level (CEFR C1). A language evaluation is available before enrolling in the course for those who are unsure of 
their English proficiency level. Please contact CIEE TEFL to arrange an evaluation.  
 
Coursework requires reading, listening, speaking, and writing skills. Course outcome and evaluation will include 
elements of all four competencies. Students will perform coursework at an introductory university level. 
 
 



THE CIEE TEFL COURSE 
 
This course consists of a pre-course unit and 50 two-and-a-half-hour units, broken up into weekly modules. 
Units are designed to be engaging and relevant to the learner. The participant is also required to complete 20 
hours of practicum. 
 
After the pre-course week concludes, participants must complete 5 units per week (Module 1, Unit 1). These units 
will be available from midnight on the Monday morning of the course start date, until midnight on the following 
Sunday night. Trainees may work ahead two weeks. 
 
Grading, evaluation, and course performance will be measured according to the following scale: 
 

COMPONENT WEIGHT 
'Make the Grade’ Unit Quizzes: 25% 
Module Graded Assignments: 25% 

Final Graded Assignment: 25% 
Final Exam: 25% 

 
Certificates will be awarded upon completion of the course and practicum, indicating distinction, if achieved. A 
150-hour certificate will be issued upon completion of the core course and 20 hours of documented practicum. 
Participants must earn 70% or higher to pass the course. 
 
A distinction will be awarded to trainees that earn a 90%+ in the course, have participated on discussion boards, 
have attended at least 50% of the weekly tutorials, and have received an ‘outstanding’ grade on their practicum 
documentation. Trainees must earn a 70% or higher to pass. 
 
An optional, additional 30-hour age-specific course (Teaching Adults, Teaching Teens, or Teaching Young 
Learners) is offered after completion of the core course for a discounted fee. 
 
GRADING AND PERFORMANCE 
 



At the end of each week, on the concluding Sunday night (4:00am EST), if 5 units have not been completed, the 
incomplete section will remain open for that student for one week (7 days), allowing him or her to contribute to 
discussion forums and complete quizzes. 
 

• For every day that completing a Make the Grade- End of Unit quiz is delayed past the Sunday deadline, 10% will 
be deducted from the score for that exam, allowing for a total of 1 week delay with up to 70% reduction in the 
grade for that exam. 
 

• The weekly Module Graded Assignment is to be completed by Wednesday night. For every day that the weekly 
Module Graded Assignment is submitted late past the Wednesday deadline, 10% will be deducted from the score 
for the assignment, allowing for up to 1 week late submission with up to 70% reduction in the final grade for the 
assignment. 
 

• The Final Graded Assignment (that falls in week 8, worth 25% of final grade) must be completed by the 
Wednesday night of week 9. For every day that the Final Graded Assignment is submitted late past the 
Wednesday deadline, 10% will be deducted from the score for the assignment, allowing for up to 1 week late 
submission with up to 70% reduction in the final grade for the assignment. 
 

• The Final Exam (worth 25% of the final grade) must be completed by Sunday night on week 10 (along with the 
Make the Grade quizzes for that week). For every day that the Final Exam is submitted late past the Sunday 
deadline, 10% will be taken off the score for that exam allowing for up to 1 week delay with up to 70% reduction in 
final grade on the exam. 
 
When a participant falls behind on his or her unit completion, notice is given. A participant can fall behind twice 
on the course, before being given the option either to abandon the course or transfer to another one at a later 
date, subject to availability of courses and the transfer fee policy. 
 
Participants must maintain a performance grade of at least 60%. This applies to: 
 
• ‘Make the Grade’ Quiz scores 
• Module Graded Assignments 

 



If, at 4 weeks a participant is performing below 60% in these two areas, he or she is given notice that 
performance needs to be improved and the participant will receive a tutorial from the tutor. If, at the 6 week 
period there has been no improvement, the participant will be given the option to abandon the course or transfer 
to another course at a later date, the precise course being subject to CIEE’s prior written approval. 
 
WITHDRAWALS, TRANSFERS, AND REFUNDS 
 
If needed, transfers can be made to a later course. The participant needs to transfer before the end of the 5th 
module (halfway to the end date of the course). Participants can transfer up to two times within a year. The first 
transfer will incur a non-refundable fee of $150, and the second transfer with incur an additional fee of $250. 
 
The $100 enrollment fee is nonrefundable. If a participant notifies CIEE of withdrawal from the course up to a 
week before the official start date of the course, the participant is entitled to a full refund of his/her course fee 
($900). If a participant notifies CIEE of his/her withdrawal from the course within the week before the official 
start date he/she will be entitled to a refund of 50 percent of the course fee ($450). CIEE will not offer refunds 
after Friday at 5 p.m. EST before the official start date of the course. 
 
In the event that a participant does not complete the course for any reason, there will be no refund of any part of 
the participant’s fees. 
 
ANALYZING STUDENT COURSEWORK 
 
CIEE TEFL staff may at times view and analyze participant course work, discussion board posts, tutorials, and any 
other activities related to completing the TEFL course. This research is conducted in order to continue to offer the 
best educational experience possible and to increase industry knowledge of best practices in online instruction. 
All reporting is done anonymously – your name and likeness will not be used in any presentations or publications 
that result from this research. If you do not agree, you must contact CIEE TEFL in writing before the start of your 
pre-course module. 
 
RESPONSIBILITY 
 
CIEE reserves the right to dismiss from the course any participant who is deemed, by CIEE or the course 
instructor, to be a danger to him or herself or to others, whose academic performance including English language 



ability is inadequate, who does not complete the course work in a timely manner, or whose conduct is determined 
in CIEE’s sole discretion to be detrimental to the success of the course. In the event of such dismissal, CIEE shall 
not be required to return any fees paid by the participants. 
 
In some cases, CIEE TEFL offers job placement guidance as a service to course graduates. Recommendations do 
not constitute firm job offers. While CIEE works to provide the best guidance possible, a job offer, certainty of 
working conditions, or actual positions is not guaranteed. 
 
CIEE makes no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the course for 
any participant or for any particular job. CIEE does not guarantee that this course will lead to any particular job or 
to any job placement. The grading of the various components thereof, the tutoring and placement guidance are 
done by third party contractors. CIEE is not responsible for any negligent or willful conduct on the part of any 
such persons or entities. 
 
CIEE is not responsible for delays, cancellations, or any issues related to the program for reasons of force 
majeure or for reasons beyond its control such as but not limited to acts of government, labor disruptions, 
changes in staffing requirements, etc. 
 
Binding Arbitration. I agree that any dispute concerning, relating to or referring to this contract, the brochure 
or any other literature concerning my program, or the program itself, shall be resolved exclusively by binding 
arbitration in Portland, Maine, according to the then existing commercial rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. Such proceedings will be governed by substantive Maine law. The arbitrator and not any federal, 
state or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, 
applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract, including but not limited to any claim 
that all or any part of this contract is void or voidable. 
 
I have carefully read this document entitled Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement.  
Understand all of the contents of this document. I agree to comply with the stated terms and conditions set forth 
in this Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement. 
 
 
 
 



I certify that I sign this contract of my own free will. 
 
Name, date, and signature (electronic form) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND BINDING 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT: 60-HOUR COURSE 
 

This form is important. It includes terms and conditions and releases CIEE from liability. All participants must sign 
this form. 
 
FEES 
 
The participant agrees to pay all fees in full before the course start date; the fee for the course is $300. Payment 
may be received by check or credit card. Credit card payment is available online. 
 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
Timing: The course requires a commitment for the full allotted time, 60 hours over 6 months, completed 
according to the syllabus. Students are eligible to enroll in an optional 10-hour grammar module. Course start 
dates are subject to enrollment. 
 
Language ability: The course requires the participant to be competent in the English language to an advanced 
level (CEFR C1). A language evaluation is available before enrolling in the course for those who are unsure of 
their English proficiency level. Please contact CIEE TEFL to arrange an evaluation.  
 
Coursework requires reading, listening, speaking, and writing skills. Course outcome and evaluation will include 
elements of all four competencies. Students will perform coursework at an introductory university level. 
 
THE CIEE TEFL COURSE 
 
This course consists of 6 modules, consisting of 24 units and three tutor graded assignments. There is also one 
pre-course unit and an optional grammar module. Trainees should expect to spend about 2.5 hours per unit. 
Units are designed to be engaging and relevant to the learner. 
 



Once the course begins, participants must complete all 6 modules over a 6 month period. Trainees may work at 
their own pace. 
 
Grading, evaluation and course performance will be measured according to the following scale: 
 

WEIGHTING NOTES 
‘Make the Grade’ Unit Quizzes: 30% 

Each unit (Modules 1-6) ends with a Make the Grade quiz. You will only be able to take each of these quizzes 
once. An average of these scores will be taken. 

Tutor Graded Assignment: 40% 
There are 3 Tutor Graded Assignments. An average of these scores will be taken. 

Final Exam: 30% 
Two-part one-hour timed exam to be taken during the last week of the course. 

 
Each unit (Modules 1-6) ends with a Make the grade quiz. You will only be able to take each of these 
quizzes once. An average of these scores will be taken. 
 
There are 3 Tutor graded assignments. An average of these scores will be taken. 
 
A two-part one-hour timed exam will be taken during the last week of the course.  
 
A 60-hour certificate will be awarded upon completion of the course, indicating distinction, if achieved. Trainees 
must earn a 70% or higher to pass the class. A distinction will be awarded to those who pass with a 90% or 
higher. 
 
GRADING AND PERFORMANCE 
 
Trainees will be graded on Make the Grade quizzes, Tutor Graded Assignments, and a Final Exam. 
The average score for the Make the Grade quizzes will make up 30% of the final score. Trainees only have one 
opportunity to take a Make the Grade quiz. The quizzes are scored automatically by Canvas and the scores are 
made available both to the trainee and his/her tutor as he/she progresses through the course. 
 



The average score of the three Tutor Graded Assignments will make up 40% of the final grade. For each graded 
assignment, trainees will get a clear table of descriptors so he/she knows exactly what he/she must do to attain a 
pass or distinction. 
 
After coursework has been completed, the trainee will take a one-hour timed exam which will check 
understanding of the themes, ideas, and practical applications learned through the course. The exam, which is 
two 30-minute parts, will cover material from Modules 1-5. The final exam counts for 30% of the final grade. 
 
WITHDRAWALS, TRANSFERS, AND REFUNDS 
 
If needed, transfers can be made to a later course. The trainee needs to transfer before the end of the 3rd 
module. Participants can transfer once. The transfer will incur a non-refundable fee of $150. 
If a participant notifies CIEE of withdrawal from the course up to a week before the official start date of the 
course, the participant is entitled to a full refund of his/her course fee ($300). If a participant notifies CIEE of 
his/her withdrawal from the course within the week before the official start date he/she will be entitled to a 
refund of 50 percent of the course fee ($150). CIEE will not offer refunds after Friday at 5pm EST before the 
official start date of the course. 
 
In the event that a participant does not complete the course for any reason, there will be no refund of any part of 
the participant’s fees. 
 
Participants who are enrolled in our 60-hour course and decide to switch to the 150-hour course will receive a 
$150 discount. 
 
ANALYZING STUDENT COURSEWORK 
 
CIEE TEFL staff may at times view and analyze participant course work, discussion board posts, tutorials, and any 
other activities related to completing the TEFL course. This research is conducted in order to continue to offer the 
best educational experience possible and to increase industry knowledge of best practices in online instruction. 
All reporting is done anonymously – your name and likeness will not be used in any presentations or publications 
that result from this research. If you do not agree, you must contact CIEE TEFL in writing before the start of your 
pre-course module. 
 



RESPONSIBILITY 
 
CIEE reserves the right to dismiss from the course any participant who is deemed, by CIEE or the course 
instructor, to be a danger to him or herself or to others, whose academic performance including English language 
ability is inadequate, who does not complete the course work in a timely manner, or whose conduct is determined 
in CIEE’s sole discretion to be detrimental to the success of the course. In the event of such dismissal, CIEE shall 
not be required to return any fees paid by the participants. 
 
In some cases, CIEE TEFL offers job placement guidance as a service to course graduates. Recommendations do 
not constitute firm job offers. While CIEE works to provide the best guidance possible, a job offer, certainty of 
working conditions or actual positions is not guaranteed. 
 
CIEE makes no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the course for 
any participant or for any particular job. CIEE does not guarantee that this course will lead to any particular job or 
to any job placement. The grading of the various components thereof, the tutoring and placement guidance are 
done by third party contractors. CIEE is not responsible for any negligent or willful conduct on the part of any 
such persons or entities. 
 
CIEE is not responsible for delays, cancellations, or any issues related to the program for reasons of force 
majeure or for reasons beyond its control such as but not limited to acts of government, labor disruptions, 
changes in staffing requirements, etc. 
 
Binding Arbitration. I agree that any dispute concerning, relating to or referring to this contract, the brochure 
or any other literature concerning my program, or the program itself, shall be resolved exclusively by binding 
arbitration in Portland, Maine, according to the then existing commercial rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. Such proceedings will be governed by substantive Maine law. The arbitrator and not any federal, 
state or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, 
applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract, including but not limited to any claim 
that all or any part of this contract is void or voidable. 
 
I have carefully read this document entitled Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement.  
Understand all of the contents of this document. I agree to comply with the stated terms and conditions set forth 
in this Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement. 



 
 
I certify that I sign this contract of my own free will. 
 
Name, date, and signature (electronic form) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND BINDING 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT: 30-HOUR COURSE 
This form is important. It includes terms and conditions and releases CIEE from liability. All participants must sign 
this form. 
 
FEES 
 
The participant agrees to pay all fees in full before the course start date; the fee for the course is $270. Payment 
may be received by check or credit card. Credit card payment is available online. 
 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
Timing: The course requires a commitment for the full allotted time, 30 hours over three weeks, completed 
according to the syllabus. Course start dates are subject to enrollment. 
 
Language ability: The course requires the participant to be competent in the English language to an advanced 
level (CEFR C1). A language evaluation is available before enrolling in the course for those who are unsure of 
their English proficiency level. Please contact CIEE TEFL to arrange an evaluation.  
 
Coursework requires reading, listening, speaking, and writing skills. Course outcome and evaluation will include 
elements of all four competencies. Students will perform coursework at an introductory university level. 
 
THE CIEE TEFL COURSE 
 
This course consists of 12 units and three tutor graded assignments. There is also a course introductory unit. 
Trainees should expect to spend about 2.5 hours per unit. Units are designed to be engaging and relevant to the 
learner. 
 
Once the course begins, participants must complete all 12 units over a three-week period. Trainees may work at 
their own pace. 



 
Grading, evaluation and course performance will be measured according to the following scale: 
 

WEIGHTING NOTES 
‘Make the Grade’ Unit Quizzes: 30% 

Each unit ends with a Make the Grade quiz. You will only be able to take each of these quizzes once. An average 
of these scores will be taken. 

Tutor Graded Assignments: 40% 
There are 3 Tutor Graded Assignments. An average of these scores will be taken. 

Final Exam: 30% 
Two-part one-hour timed exam to be taken during the last week of the course. 

 
Each unit ends with a Make the grade quiz. You will only be able to take each of these quizzes once. An average 
of these scores will be taken. 
 
There are three Tutor graded assignments. An average of these scores will be taken. 
 
A two-part one-hour timed exam will be taken during the last week of the course.  
 
A 30-hour certificate will be awarded upon completion of the course, indicating age of focus and distinction, if 
achieved. Trainees must earn a 70% or higher to pass the class. A distinction will be awarded to those who pass 
with a 90% or higher. 
 
GRADING AND PERFORMANCE 
 
Trainees will be graded on Make the Grade quizzes, Tutor Graded Assignments, and a Final Exam. 
The average score for the Make the Grade quizzes will make up 30% of the final score. Trainees only have one 
opportunity to take a Make the Grade quiz. The quizzes are scored automatically by Canvas and the scores are 
made available both to the trainee and his/her tutor as he/she progresses through the course. 
 
The average score of the three Tutor Graded Assignments will make up 40% of the final grade. For each graded 
assignment, trainees will get a clear table of descriptors so he/she knows exactly what he/she must do to attain a 
pass or distinction. 



 
After coursework has been completed, the trainee will take a one-hour timed exam which will check 
understanding of the themes, ideas, and practical applications learned through the course. The exam, which is 
two 30-minute parts, will cover material from units 1-12. The final exam counts for 30% of the final grade. 
 
WITHDRAWALS, TRANSFERS, AND REFUNDS 
 
If needed, transfers can be made to a later course. The trainee needs to transfer before the end of the first week. 
Participants can transfer once. The transfer will incur a non-refundable fee of $150. 
If a participant notifies CIEE of withdrawal from the course up to a week before the official start date of the 
course, the participant is entitled to a full refund of his/her course fee ($250). If a participant notifies CIEE of 
his/her withdrawal from the course within the week before the official start date he/she will be entitled to a 
refund of 50 percent of the course fee ($135). CIEE will not offer refunds after Friday at 5pm EST before the 
official start date of the course. 
 
In the event that a participant does not complete the course for any reason, there will be no refund of any part of 
the participant’s fees. 
 
ANALYZING STUDENT COURSEWORK 
 
CIEE TEFL staff may at times view and analyze participant course work, discussion board posts, tutorials, and any 
other activities related to completing the TEFL course. This research is conducted in order to continue to offer the 
best educational experience possible and to increase industry knowledge of best practices in online instruction. 
All reporting is done anonymously – your name and likeness will not be used in any presentations or publications 
that result from this research. If you do not agree, you must contact CIEE TEFL in writing before the start of your 
pre-course module. 
 
RESPONSIBILITY 
 
CIEE reserves the right to dismiss from the course any participant who is deemed, by CIEE or the course 
instructor, to be a danger to him or herself or to others, whose academic performance including English language 
ability is inadequate, who does not complete the course work in a timely manner, or whose conduct is determined 



in CIEE’s sole discretion to be detrimental to the success of the course. In the event of such dismissal, CIEE shall 
not be required to return any fees paid by the participants. 
 
In some cases, CIEE TEFL offers job placement guidance as a service to course graduates. Recommendations do 
not constitute firm job offers. While CIEE works to provide the best guidance possible, a job offer, certainty of 
working conditions or actual positions is not guaranteed. 
 
CIEE makes no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the course for 
any participant or for any particular job. CIEE does not guarantee that this course will lead to any particular job or 
to any job placement. The grading of the various components thereof, the tutoring and placement guidance are 
done by third party contractors. CIEE is not responsible for any negligent or willful conduct on the part of any 
such persons or entities. 
 
CIEE is not responsible for delays, cancellations, or any issues related to the program for reasons of force 
majeure or for reasons beyond its control such as but not limited to acts of government, labor disruptions, 
changes in staffing requirements, etc. 
 
Binding Arbitration. I agree that any dispute concerning, relating to or referring to this contract, the brochure 
or any other literature concerning my program, or the program itself, shall be resolved exclusively by binding 
arbitration in Portland, Maine, according to the then existing commercial rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. Such proceedings will be governed by substantive Maine law. The arbitrator and not any federal, 
state or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, 
applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract, including but not limited to any claim 
that all or any part of this contract is void or voidable. 
 
I have carefully read this document entitled Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement.  
Understand all of the contents of this document. I agree to comply with the stated terms and conditions set forth 
in this Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement. 
 
 
I certify that I sign this contract of my own free will. 
 
Name, date, and signature (electronic form) 



TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND BINDING 
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT: DESTINATION TEFL 
PROGRAM 
This form is important. It includes terms and conditions and releases CIEE from liability. All participants must sign 
this form. 
 
FEES 
 
The participant agrees to pay all fees in full before the course start date; the reservation fee for the online course 
is $1000.  
 
The commitment deposit for the travel practicum program in Vietnam is $400. The fee for the travel practicum 
program in Thailand is $800. 
 
Payment may be received by check or credit card. Credit card payment is available online.  
 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
Timing: The online component requires a commitment for the full allotted time, 130 hours over 11 weeks, 
completed according to the syllabus. To receive the certificate, the participant will need to complete their online 
coursework and a 60-hour, in-person practicum, totaling a 190-hour certificate. Course start dates are subject to 
enrollment. Courses have a minimum of 8 trainees and a maximum of 13 trainees. 
 
Language ability: The course requires the participant to be competent in the English language to an advanced 
level (CEFR C1). A language evaluation is available before enrolling in the course for those who are unsure of 
their English proficiency level. Please contact CIEE TEFL to arrange an evaluation.  
 
Coursework requires reading, listening, speaking, and writing skills. Course outcome and evaluation will include 
elements of all four competencies. Students will perform coursework at an introductory university level. 



THE CIEE TEFL COURSE 
 
This course consists of a pre-course unit and 50 two-and-a-half-hour units, broken up into weekly modules. 
Units are designed to be engaging and relevant to the learner. The participant is also required to complete 20 
hours of practicum. 
 
After the pre-course week concludes, participants must complete 5 units per week (Module 1, Unit 1). These units 
will be available from midnight on the Monday morning of the course start date, until midnight on the following 
Sunday night. Trainees may work ahead two weeks. 
 
Grading, evaluation, and course performance will be measured according to the following scale: 
 

COMPONENT WEIGHT 
'Make the Grade’ Unit Quizzes: 25% 
Module Graded Assignments: 25% 

Final Graded Assignment: 25% 
Final Exam: 25% 

 
Certificates will be awarded upon completion of the course and practicum, indicating distinction, if achieved. A 
190-hour certificate will be issued upon completion of the core course and 60 hours of documented practicum. 
Participants must earn 70% or higher to pass the course. 
 
A distinction will be awarded to trainees that earn a 90%+ in the course, have participated on discussion boards, 
and have attended at least 50% of the weekly tutorials. Trainees must earn a 70% or higher to pass. 
 
An optional, additional 30-hour age-specific course (Teaching Adults, Teaching Teens, or Teaching Young 
Learners) is offered after completion of the core course for a discounted fee. 
 
GRADING AND PERFORMANCE 
 
At the end of each week, on the concluding Sunday night (4:00am EST), if 5 units have not been completed, the 
incomplete section will remain open for that student for one week (7 days), allowing him or her to contribute to 
discussion forums and complete quizzes. 



 
• For every day that completing a Make the Grade- End of Unit quiz is delayed past the Sunday deadline, 10% will 

be deducted from the score for that exam, allowing for a total of 1 week delay with up to 70% reduction in the 
grade for that exam. 
 

• The weekly Module Graded Assignment is to be completed by Wednesday night. For every day that the weekly 
Module Graded Assignment is submitted late past the Wednesday deadline, 10% will be deducted from the score 
for the assignment, allowing for up to 1 week late submission with up to 70% reduction in the final grade for the 
assignment. 
 

• The Final Graded Assignment (that falls in week 8, worth 25% of final grade) must be completed by the 
Wednesday night of week 9. For every day that the Final Graded Assignment is submitted late past the 
Wednesday deadline, 10% will be deducted from the score for the assignment, allowing for up to 1 week late 
submission with up to 70% reduction in the final grade for the assignment. 
 

• The Final Exam (worth 25% of the final grade) must be completed by Sunday night on week 10 (along with the 
Make the Grade quizzes for that week). For every day that the Final Exam is submitted late past the Sunday 
deadline, 10% will be taken off the score for that exam allowing for up to 1 week delay with up to 70% reduction in 
final grade on the exam. 
 
When a participant falls behind on his or her unit completion, notice is given. A participant can fall behind twice 
on the course, before being given the option either to abandon the course or transfer to another one at a later 
date, subject to availability of courses and the transfer fee policy. 
 
Participants must maintain a performance grade of at least 60%. This applies to: 
 
• ‘Make the Grade’ Quiz scores 
• Module Graded Assignments 

 
If, at 4 weeks a participant is performing below 60% in these two areas, he or she is given notice that 
performance needs to be improved and the participant will receive a tutorial from the tutor. If, at the 6 week 
period there has been no improvement, the participant will be given the option to abandon the course or transfer 
to another course at a later date, the precise course being subject to CIEE’s prior written approval. 



 
WITHDRAWALS, TRANSFERS, AND REFUNDS 
 
If needed, transfers can be made to a later course. The participant needs to transfer before the end of the 5th 
module (halfway to the end date of the course). Participants can transfer up to two times within a year. The first 
transfer will incur a non-refundable fee of $150, and the second transfer with incur an additional fee of $250. 
 
If a participant notifies CIEE of withdrawal from the course up to a week before the official start date of the 
course, the participant is entitled to a full refund of his/her course fee ($900). If a participant notifies CIEE of 
his/her withdrawal from the course within the week before the official start date he/she will be entitled to a 
refund of 50 percent of the course fee ($450). CIEE will not offer refunds after Friday at 5 p.m. EST before the 
official start date of the course. 
 
In the event that a participant does not complete the course for any reason, there will be no refund of any part of 
the participant’s fees. 
 
The $400 or $800 commitment deposit is nonrefundable. CIEE TEFL assists with job networking abroad, but is 
not responsible for direct placement with partner schools in Destination TEFL locations. Refunds are not offered 
as a result of dissatisfaction with a placement or failure to secure a placement.  
 
ANALYZING STUDENT COURSEWORK 
 
CIEE TEFL staff may at times view and analyze participant course work, discussion board posts, tutorials, and any 
other activities related to completing the TEFL course. This research is conducted in order to continue to offer the 
best educational experience possible and to increase industry knowledge of best practices in online instruction. 
All reporting is done anonymously – your name and likeness will not be used in any presentations or publications 
that result from this research. If you do not agree, you must contact CIEE TEFL in writing before the start of your 
pre-course module. 
 
RESPONSIBILITY 
 
CIEE reserves the right to dismiss from the course any participant who is deemed, by CIEE or the course 
instructor, to be a danger to him or herself or to others, whose academic performance including English language 



ability is inadequate, who does not complete the course work in a timely manner, or whose conduct is determined 
in CIEE’s sole discretion to be detrimental to the success of the course. In the event of such dismissal, CIEE shall 
not be required to return any fees paid by the participants. 
 
In some cases, CIEE TEFL offers job placement guidance as a service to course graduates. Recommendations do 
not constitute firm job offers. While CIEE works to provide the best guidance possible, a job offer, certainty of 
working conditions, or actual positions is not guaranteed. 
 
CIEE makes no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, as to the suitability of the course for 
any participant or for any particular job. CIEE does not guarantee that this course will lead to any particular job or 
to any job placement. The grading of the various components thereof, the tutoring and placement guidance are 
done by third party contractors. CIEE is not responsible for any negligent or willful conduct on the part of any 
such persons or entities. 
 
CIEE is not responsible for delays, cancellations, or any issues related to the program for reasons of force 
majeure or for reasons beyond its control such as but not limited to acts of government, labor disruptions, 
changes in staffing requirements, etc. 
 
Binding Arbitration. I agree that any dispute concerning, relating to or referring to this contract, the brochure 
or any other literature concerning my program, or the program itself, shall be resolved exclusively by binding 
arbitration in Portland, Maine, according to the then existing commercial rules of the American Arbitration 
Association. Such proceedings will be governed by substantive Maine law. The arbitrator and not any federal, 
state or local court or agency shall have exclusive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation, 
applicability, enforceability, conscionability, or formation of this contract, including but not limited to any claim 
that all or any part of this contract is void or voidable. 
 
I have carefully read this document entitled Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement.  
Understand all of the contents of this document. I agree to comply with the stated terms and conditions set forth 
in this Terms and Conditions and Binding Arbitration Agreement. 
 
 
 
 



I certify that I sign this contract of my own free will. 
 
Name, date, and signature (electronic form) 
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